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MANUAL FOR THE COMPUTATION OF DISAGGREGATE 

COUNTY-LEVEL TRUCK FLOWS AND EXPLANATION OF 

MODEL CALIBRATION 

INTRODUCTION 

Truck data is critical to transportation planning in any region.  Inter-city and interstate truck 

flows have an important impact on traffic volumes, the mix of traffic, and experienced level of 

congestion on the state-maintained infrastructure.  In Technical Report 0-4713-R1 entitled 

“Development of Sources and Methods for Securing Truck Travel Data in Texas”, a multinomial 

logit approach was proposed to estimate county level truck travel data from the publicly 

available 1997 Commodity Flow Survey (CFS) and IMPLAN data over the short term.  

Although not a required research product, the modeling approach was considered very useful to 

TxDOT.  The objective of this manual is to explain how to use the calibrated multinomial logit 

(MNL) models to generate disaggregate county-level truck flows for Texas and to present a 

detailed explanation of the required steps to calibrate the MNL models in the future. 
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TRUCK FLOWS 
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This section of the manual describes the steps involved in applying the calibrated multinomial 

logit (MNL) models to generate county-level truck flows for Texas in Excel, as well as the 

required format changes to the Excel workbooks to allow the data to be exported to the Access 

truck travel database developed as part of this research. 

Step 1:  Copy and Update the Attraction and Production Distribution Flow 

Workbooks 

Copy the files “Step 1 Attraction Flow Distribution.xls” and “Step 1 Production Flow 

Distribution.xls” to the computer’s hard drive.  

Update both the Attraction and Production Flow Distribution workbooks with the latest 

Commodity Flow Survey (CFS) information.  In the 1997 CFS, this information could be 

extracted from “StatesTbl15(1997):  Shipment characteristics by 2 digit commodity and mode of 

transportation” and in the 2002 CFS from “Table 17: Shipment Characteristics by Destination 

State, Two-Digit Commodity and Mode of Transportation of Origin.”  

For the Attraction Flow Distribution workbook, the truck tonnage and value by commodity 

originating in Texas and destined for each state has be to extracted and entered in the Attraction 

Flow Distribution workbook (see screenshot on opposite page). 
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For the Production Flow Distribution workbook, the truck tonnage and value by commodity 

destined for Texas originating from each state has be to extracted and entered in the Production 

Flow Distribution workbook (see screenshot on opposite page). 
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Step 2:  Copy and Update the Remaining Workbooks 

Once the analyst has updated the Attraction and Production Flow Distribution workbooks, the 

subsequent steps are: 

1. Copy the remaining files on the CD to the same folder as the Attraction and 

Production Flow Distribution workbooks. 

2. Open “Step 2 State to Texas County Flows”. A text message will appear similar to 

those on the opposite page (depending on the Excel version used).  Click “Update” or 

“Yes” depending on the message. 

3. Save the file and exit. 

4. Open “Texas County to State Flows.xls” and follow sub-steps (1) to (3). 

5. Repeat sub-steps (1) to (3) for all the “Intercounty commodity” files also. 
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Step 3:  Export the Truck Travel Data to Access 

Once all the tonnage values for State-to-Texas county, Texas county-to-state, and intercounty 

commodity truck flows have been updated, the truck travel data needs to be exported to the truck 

travel database developed in Access for use in the Statewide Analysis Model (SAM). The 

following steps are required to format the Excel workbooks and to import the data into Access. 

Step 3(a):  Format the Excel Workbooks 

1. Open “Step 2 State to Texas County Flows.xls”.  Click “Don’t Update” or “No” when 

asked to update the file again. 

2. Select all the data by Clicking in the upper left corner of the worksheet. 

3. Copy and Paste Special the data to the same workspace by Clicking Edit – Copy – 

Edit – Paste Special. Check the radio button Values and Click OK (see screenshot on 

the opposite page). 
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Select all the data by 

Clicking in the upper 

left corner of the 

worksheet. 

Check the radio 

button Values and 

Click OK 
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4. Delete Columns A (labeled Destination State:Texas) and B (labeled Agriculture), and 

the NEW
1
 Columns G (labeled State-County Centroidal Distance), H (labeled 

Fractional Attraction), and I (labeled Exp(U)).  These columns are highlighted with 

red font (see screenshot on the opposite page). 

                                                 
1  Columns G, H, and I after Columns A and B have been deleted. 
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5. Select all the data again by Clicking in the upper left corner of the worksheet.  Then 

Click Data – Filter - Auto Filter (see screenshot on the opposite page). 

6. With all the data still selected, Click on the arrow next to DEST_ID.  In the drop 

down box, highlight (Blanks) (see screenshot on the opposite page). 
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Click on the arrow 

next to DEST ID.

In the drop down box, 

highlight (Blanks). 
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7. Delete all the rows that contain data (i.e., row numbers will be yellow) by Selecting 

all the rows and Clicking Edit – Delete Row.  Also, Delete all empty columns that 

have filters. 

8. Click again on the arrow next to DEST_ID and highlight “All”.  Then Click Data – 

Filter - Auto Filter to exit the filter mode. 

9. Repeat these steps for each of the state worksheets. 

To format the Step 2 Texas County to State Flows workbook, repeat Steps 1 to 4.  For Step 5, 

select the ORIGIN_ID to filter the “Blanks” instead of the DEST_ID.  Repeat the remaining 

Steps 6 to 9. 

To format the Intercounty “Commodity” workbooks, repeat Step 1 and 2.  For Step 3, erase 

Column A (labeled County), Column B (labeled County to Texas “Commodity”), and 

Column C (labeled County). Subsequently delete the NEW columns G, (labeled State to 

County Centroidal Distance), H (labeled Fractional Attractions), and I (labeled Exp(U)).  

These columns are highlighted in yellow.  Repeat the remaining Steps 4 to 9.  
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Delete all 
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numbers 
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Step 3(b):  Import the Truck Travel Data into Access: 

1. Copy the Truck Travel Database (i.e., Truck Travel Database.mdb) on the CD to the 

computer’s hard drive. 

2. Open Truck Travel Database.mdb in Access by Clicking File – Open, Highlighting 

Truck Travel Database in the Message Box and Clicking Open. 

3. When the Security Warning “This file may not be safe if it contains code that was 

intended to harm your computer.  Do you want to open this file or cancel the 

operation?” (see screenshot on the opposite page) appears, Click Open. 

4. Click on File - Get External Data - Import.  In the Import dialogue box, highlight the 

Files of Type as Microsoft Excel (*.xls) and highlight any of the previously formatted 

Excel workbooks (i.e., Texas County to State Flows).  Click Import (see screenshot 

on the opposite page). 
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5. When the Import Spreadsheet Wizard dialogue box appears, select the first worksheet 

to be imported (e.g., Alabama). Then click Next (see screenshot on the opposite 

page). 

6. When the next Import Spreadsheet Wizard dialogue box appears, the option “First 

Row Contains Column Headings” should already be selected. Click Next.  If the 

dialogue box states the following:  “The first row contains some data that can’t be 

used for valid Access field names.  In these cases, the wizard will automatically 

assign valid field names”, close the application and return to the Excel workbooks.  

Make sure the worksheets are formatted appropriately.  Do not allow the Access 

wizard to automatically assign valid field names (see screenshot on the opposite 

page). 
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7. When the next Import Spreadsheet Wizard dialogue box appears, Select “In an 

Existing Table” and Highlight TruckData from the drop-down list box. Click Next. 

8. When the next Import Spreadsheet Wizard dialogue box appears, Click Finish. 

Repeat Steps 1 to 8 to import all the worksheets in the Texas County to State Flows 

workbook, all the worksheets in the State to Texas County Flows workbook, and the truck 

travel data in the 9 Intercounty commodity workbooks. 
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BACKGROUND 

In TxDOT Technical Report 0-4713-R1 entitled “Development of Sources and Methods for 
Securing Truck Travel Data in Texas”, a multinomial logit (MNL) approach was presented to 

estimate county level truck travel data from the publicly available Commodity Flow Survey 

(CFS) and IMPLAN data over the short term.  MNL models were first calibrated at the state-

level and then used to estimate truck flows at the county level.  Two state-level MNL models 

were developed for each commodity category included in the statewide analysis model (SAM): 

• The MNL production flow distribution model estimates the fraction of the total 

productions in a state moving to each attraction state by truck based on the attributes 

of the attraction states and inter-state centroidal distance that serves as a proxy for the 

generalized cost of transportation. 

• The MNL attraction flow distribution model estimates the fraction of the total 

attractions in a state originating from each of the production states by truck based on 

the relative production levels of the origin states and the inter-state centroidal distance 

that serves as a proxy for the generalized cost of transportation. 

The calibrated state-level MNL production and attraction flow distribution models are then used 

to estimate Texas county-to-county, state-to-Texas county, and Texas county-to-state truck 

flows. 

The steps and sub-steps followed in calibrating the models and computing the county level truck 

flows for Texas are as follows: 

Step 1: Extract state-level commodity flows by truck mode for each commodity group to 

estimate production flow distribution and attraction flow distribution. 

Step 2: Calculate the fractional production and attraction flows for each state and commodity 

group. 

Step 3: Compute utility values for production flow distribution and attraction flow distribution 

Step 4: Develop state-to-state centroidal distance matrix. 

Step 5: Conduct linear regression analysis  

 (a) Production flow distribution model: 

Dependent variable - utility for commodity flows to attraction states 

Independent variables - distance, percentage attraction level 

 (b) Attraction flow distribution model: 

Dependent variable - utility for commodity flows from production states 

Independent variables - distance, percentage production level 

Step 6: Compute disaggregate Texas county truck flows 

 (a) Develop state-to-county and inter-county centroidal distance matrix. 

 (b) Compute external-internal flows by developing county attraction levels for each 

commodity group and disaggregating state-to-Texas flows to Texas county level. 
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 (c) Compute internal-external flows by developing county production levels for each 

commodity group and disaggregating Texas-to-State flows to Texas county level. 

 (d) Compute internal-internal flows by disaggregating Texas intrastate flows to 

generate Texas county-to-county flows. 
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Step 1:  Extract state-level commodity flows by truck mode for each 

commodity group to estimate production flow distribution and attraction flow 

distribution 

The movement of commodity flows between states can be represented as production flows from 

an origin state and attraction flows to a destination state.  Specifically, the annual truck flows 

(tonnage) from each production state to the 50 attraction states for each commodity group can be 

represented as follows: 

 

 

Similarly, the annual truck flows (tonnage) attracted to each state from the fifty production states 

for commodity group k can be illustrated as follows: 

  

 

The production/attraction truck flow information needed to calibrate the production flow 

distribution MNL model and the attraction flow distribution MNL model was extracted from the 

1997 Commodity Flow Survey (CFS) and aggregated into nine commodity groups. The nine 

commodity groups are presented in Table 1. 
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Table 1:  Detailed Commodity Groups 

Commodity Group Commodity Categories 

Live animals and live fish 

Cereal grains 

Other agricultural products 
1. Agriculture 

Animal feed and products of animal origin, n.e.c. 

Meat, fish, seafood, and their preparations 

Milled grain products and preparations, and bakery products 

Other prepared foodstuffs and fats and oils 

Alcoholic Beverages 

2. Food 

Tobacco Products 

Monumental or building stone 

Nonmetallic mineral products 

Base metal in primary or semi finished forms and in finished basic shapes 
3. Building materials 

Articles of base metal 

Natural sands 

Gravel and crushed stone 

Nonmetallic minerals n.e.c. 

Metallic ores and concentrates 

4. Raw material 

Coal 

Gasoline and aviation turbine fuel 

Fuel oils 

Coal and petroleum products, n.e.c. 

Basic chemicals 

Pharmaceutical products 

Fertilizers 

5. Chemicals/Petroleum 

Chemical products and preparations, n.e.c. 

Logs and other wood in the rough 

Wood products 

Pulp, newsprint, paper, and paperboard 

Paper or paperboard articles 

Printed products 

6. Wood 

Furniture, mattresses and mattress supports, lamps, lighting fittings, and... 

Plastics and rubber 
7. Textiles 

Textiles, leather, and articles of textiles or leather 

Machinery 

Electronic and other electrical equipment, components and office equipment 

Motorized and other vehicles (including parts) 

Transportation equipment, n.e.c. 

Precision instruments and apparatus 

8. Machinery 

Miscellaneous manufactured products 

Waste and scrap 
9. Miscellaneous 

Mixed freight 

NOTE: Since detailed data on the movement of secondary and hazardous shipments by truck were not available from the CFS, these shipments 

have not been considered. Based on available literature, the percentage of inter-city and interstate truck flows of secondary and hazardous 

shipments is low compared to the flows of the major commodity groups considered. Therefore, the overall impact on the total truck flow 

estimates of not considering secondary and hazardous shipments is believed to be small.  
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Step 1 (a):  Compile a table with the production flow distributions from each 

production state to all attraction states for each of the nine commodity groups 

The required steps to generate the production flow table are as follows: 

• Extract the required data (state origin, state destination, commodity value, commodity 

tonnage moved by trucks) for flows from each production state to all attraction States 

from the CFS and enter the data into an excel workbook (see Production Flow 

Distribution on the CD).  In the 1997 CFS, these data variables could be extracted from 

“StatesTbl15(1997):  Shipment characteristics by 2 digit commodity and mode of 

transportation”.  Also note that in 1997 the tonnage was in thousands of tons.  

• Group the commodity information into the commodity groups shown in Table 1. 

• Sum the value and tonnage for all commodities belonging to the same group to obtain the 

total flows for each commodity group from each production state to each attraction state. 

The excel screenshot displays the data for each of the commodities and the total tonnage 

and value of truck flows aggregated in the commodity groups from production state 

Alabama to attraction states Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, California, and Colorado. 
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NOTE: This data relates to the truck tonnage and value moved between each production state and each attraction 

state.  In other words there will be a total of 50 worksheets (one for each production state).  Each worksheet 

contains 100 columns that capture the tonnage and dollar flows by commodity to each attraction state from the 

specific production state. 
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Step 1 (b):  Compile a table with the attraction flow distributions from all 

production states to each attraction state for each of the nine commodity groups 

The procedure to generate the attraction flow distribution table for each commodity group is 

similar to that for the production flow distribution table. The required steps to generate the 

attraction flow table are as follows: 

• Extract the required data (state destination, state origin, commodity value, commodity 

tonnage moved by trucks) for flows destined to each attraction state from all 

production states from the CFS and enter the data into an excel workbook (see 

Attraction Flow Distribution on the CD).  In the 1997 CFS, these data variables could be 

extracted from “StatesTbl15(1997):  Shipment characteristics by 2 digit commodity and 

mode of transportation”.  Also note that in 1997 the tonnage was in thousands of tons.  

• Group the commodity information into the commodity groups shown in Table 1. 

• Sum the value and tonnage for all commodities belonging to the same group to obtain the 

total flows for each commodity group destined for each attraction state from each 

production state. The excel screenshot displays the data for each of the commodities and 

the total tonnage and value of truck flows aggregated in the commodity groups destined 

for attraction state Alabama from production states Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, 

California, Colorado, and Connecticut. 
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NOTE: Although the procedure for generating the attraction flow distribution table is similar to that for the 

production flow distribution table, caution should be taken to ensure that the appropriate data is extracted.  In 

other words, for the attraction flow distribution table the analyst needs to extract the commodity data destined 

for each state from all other states.  In the case of the production flow distribution table, the analyst needs to 

extract the commodity data originating in each state destined for all other states. 
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Step 2:  Calculate percentage productions and attractions for each state and 

commodity group 

To calibrate the production flow distribution and attraction flow distribution MNL models, the 

percentage production and attraction levels of each State for each commodity group, respectively 

are needed. The required steps and the essence of the formulas for calculating the percentage 

productions in and attractions to each state are similar. Calculating the percentage productions in 

each state are thus subsequently used to illustrate the procedure.  The same procedure needs to be 

followed to calculate the total attractions of each commodity group to each state. 

Step 2 (a):  Calculate the total productions of each commodity group in each state 

The total production flows of each commodity group in each production state are obtained by 

adding the total flows from each production state to all attraction states by commodity group.  

Mathematically, the latter is expressed as follows:   

k
iP = ∑

=

50

1j

k
ijT  

Where k
ijT = Annual tonnage of truck flows of commodity group k (k = 1 to 9) from production 

state i (i = 1 to 50) to attraction state j (j = 1 to 50). 

The total production flows of each commodity group from each production state are calculated in 

the workbook titled Production Flow Distribution – Relative Utility Calcu on the CD from the 

production flow distribution table compiled (see Production Flow Distribution on the CD).  

Agricultural production flows from Alabama to all other states are used to illustrate the concept.  

First, the agricultural production flows from production state Alabama to each of the states are 

copied to/linked to the Production Flow Distribution – Relative Utility Calcu workbook (see 

screenshot on the opposite page).  

 

The total attraction flows of each commodity group destined for each attraction state are 

obtained by adding the total flows to each attraction state from all production states by 

commodity group.  Mathematically, the latter is expressed as follows: 

 

k
jA = ∑

=

50

1i

k
ijT  

 

Where k
ijT = Annual tonnage of truck flows of commodity group k (k = 1 to 9) to attraction 

state j (j = 1 to 50) from production state i (i = 1 to 50). 

The total attraction flows of each commodity group destined for each attraction state are 

calculated in the workbook titled Attraction Flow Distribution – Relative Utility Calcu on the 

CD from the attraction flow distribution table compiled in Step 1 (see Attraction Flow 

Distribution on the CD).   
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Note:  Both the Step 2 and 3 calculations are done in the Production Flow Distribution – Relative Utility Calcu 

workbook. 
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Second, the total production flows of agricultural commodities from all production states are 

calculated by summing the agricultural production flows from each of the states listed in the 

Production Flow Distribution – Relative Utility Calcu workbook (see screenshot on the opposite 

page). 
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Note: The values in the “revised fractional flows” and the “relative utility” columns are calculated in Step 3. 
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Step 2 (b):  Calculate the fractional production and attraction flows for each state 

and commodity group 

The fractional production flows of each commodity group destined for state j from production 

state i are calculated as follows: 

k
i

k
ijk

ij P
T

FP =  

Where,  

k
ijT = Annual tonnage of truck flows of commodity group k (k = 1 to 9) from production 

state i (i = 1 to 50) to attraction state j (j = 1 to 50) 

k
iP = Total productions of commodity group k in production state i 

The calculation is illustrated on the opposite page. 

 

 

The fractional attraction flows of each commodity group attracted to state j from production 

state i are calculated as follows: 

k
j

k
ijk

ij A
T

FA =  

Where, 

 k
ijT = Annual tonnage of truck flows of commodity group k (k = 1 to 9) to attraction 

state j (j = 1 to 50) from production state i (i = 1 to 50). 

 k
jA = Total attractions of commodity group k to attraction state j 
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Step 3:  Compute Utility Values for Production Flow Distribution and 

Attraction Flow Distribution 

In calibrating the MNL production flow distribution and attraction flow distribution models, 

utility values have to be calculated for each because the factors impacting the flows differ in 

these two cases. The process for computing the utility values is, however, similar. 

Step 3(a):  Compute Utility Values for Production Flow Distribution Model 

In the production flow distribution model, the utility values represent the propensity for flows 

from production state i to each of the attraction states j. From the definition of the MNL model, 

the fraction of the total production flows of commodity group k from production state i to state j 
among n alternative states can be expressed as follows: 

∑
=

= n

j

V

V
k

ij
k

ij

k
ij

e

eFP

1

 

Where, 

  k
ijV = Utility value for flows from state i to state j for commodity group k 

During Step 3(a) the utility values for production flows from each production state to each 

attraction state for each commodity group is calculated.  Agricultural production flows from 

Alabama to all other states are used to illustrate the computation of the utility values.  
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The steps involved in computing the utility values are: 

1. Examination of the fractional production flows calculated in Step 2(b) (see Column D 

in the Excel workbook Production Flow Distribution – Relative Utility Calcu on the 

CD) reveals that in a number of cases the production flows from Alabama to some of 

the attraction states are zero.  If the production flows are zero, the utility value will be 

negative infinity and therefore undetermined (given the mathematical equation of the 

logit model).  The fractional production flows therefore needs to be adjusted so that 

utility values can be computed for all flows from each production state to each 

attraction state. 

The utility values for zero flows can be approximated through a minor adjustment to 

the fractional flows. The adjustment involves replacing the zeros with a very small 

value (0.00001) to ensure that the computed utilities have a high negative value. Also, 

since the total fractional production flows have to equal 1, the added adjusted flows 

(= 0.00001 * number of cells with zero flows) must be deducted from the flows in 

another cell(s) to ensure that the total fractional production flows sum to 1. For 

simplicity, the added adjusted flows were subtracted from the cell containing the 

highest fractional flows.  

2. Once the revised fractional flows from Alabama to each attraction state are 

calculated, the utilities can be computed using the MNL equation on page x.  

a. The utility values for production flows from Alabama to each attraction state are 

the unknowns that need to be calculated. Thus, there are a total of 50 unknowns.  

Applying the MNL equation to production flows from Alabama to each attraction 

state results in 49 independent equations.
2
 Thus, there are 49 independent 

equations and 50 unknowns to solve. This is addressed by assigning the utility 

value for flows from Alabama to an arbitrary state s as zero and computing the 

utilities for production flows to the remaining states relative to the utility for 

flows to state s. The latter is referred to as the base utility since the utilities for 

flows from Alabama to all the other attraction states are relative to the utility for 

flows from Alabama to state s.  Given the base utility value, there are 49 utility 

unknowns to be determined from 49 independent equations. 

b. In this example, the utility for agricultural production flows from Alabama to 

Alabama is assumed to be zero.  The next step is to substitute the zero value and 

the revised fractional agricultural production flows in the MNL equation as 

follows:  

                       

                         

                        

 

 

                                                 

2
  Because it is a fraction-based equation the last equation is redundant.  
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90.91195514
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Given ∑
=

49

1

,

j

V agri
jAle = 1.09654515, the relative utilities for flows from Alabama to 

the other attraction states can be calculated. These utilities are referred to as 

relative utilities, because the values are computed relative to the base utility (i.e., 

utility for agricultural production flows from Alabama to Alabama). For example, 

the relative utility for the fractional agricultural production flows from Alabama 

to Arizona can be computed as follows: 

 
∑
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=
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096545155.1

00001.0
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agri

ArAlVe
=  

 05096545155.1, −= E
agri

ArAlVe  

Applying the natural logarithm on both sides provide: 

 420761.11, −=agri
ArAlV  

Thus, the relative utility for the fractional flows of agricultural commodities from 

Alabama to Arizona relative to the fractional agricultural production flows from 

Alabama to Alabama is equal to -11.42076. The relative utilities for the fractional 

commodity group production flows from Alabama to all the remaining attraction 

states are computed similarly (see screenshot on opposite page).  
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Calculation of Revised Fractional Flows 

a. In column D, there are 40 cells with zero flows. 

a. In column E, these zeros are replaced with 

0.00001.  Thus, 0.00040 needs to be deducted 

to ensure that the total fractional production 

flows sum to 1.  

b. For simplicity, 0.00040 was deducted from the 

cell with the highest fractional flows (i.e., cell 

E2). 

Calculation of Relative Utility 

Values 

The formula used in Excel to 

calculate the relative utility 

values is:   =LN(E3/$E$2).
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Step 3(b):  Compute Utility Values for Attraction Flow Distribution Model  

In the attraction flow distribution model, the utility values represent the propensity for flows to 

attraction state j from each of the production states i. From the definition of the MNL model, the 

fraction of the total attraction flows of commodity group k to attraction state j from production 

state i among n alternative production states can be expressed as follows: 

∑
=

= n

i

V

V
k
ji

k
ji

k
ji

e

eFP

1

 

Where, 

  k
jiV = Utility value for flows to state j from state i for commodity group k  

During Step 3(b) the utility values for attraction flows to each attraction state from each 

production state for each commodity group is calculated.  Agricultural attraction flows to 

Alabama from all other states are used to illustrate the computation of the utility values. 
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The steps required to compute the utility values are: 

1. Examination of the fractional attraction flows calculated in Step 2(b) (See Column D 

in the Excel workbook Attraction Flow Distribution – Relative Utility Calcu on the 

CD) reveals that in a number of cases the agricultural attraction flows to Alabama 

from many of the production states are zero.  If the attraction flows are zero, the 

utility value will be negative infinity and therefore undetermined (given the 

mathematical equation of the logit model).  The fractional attraction flows therefore 

needs to be adjusted so the utility values can be computed for all flows to each 

attraction state from each production state. 

 The utility values for zero flows can be approximated through a minor adjustment to 

the fractional flows. The adjustment involves replacing the zeros with a very small 

value (0.00001) to ensure that the computed utilities have a high negative value. Also, 

since the total fractional attraction flows to Alabama from all the production states 

have to equal 1, the added adjusted flows (= 0.00001 * Number of cells with zero 

flows) must be deducted from the flows in another cell(s) to ensure that the total 

fractional attraction flows sum to 1. For simplicity, the added adjusted flows were 

subtracted from the cell containing the highest fractional flows.   

2. Once the revised fractional flows to Alabama from each production state are 

calculated, the utilities can be computed using the MNL equation on page x. 

a. The utility values for attraction flows to Alabama from each production state are 

the unknowns that need to be calculated. Thus, there are a total of 50 unknowns. 

Applying the MNL equation to attraction flows to Alabama from each production 

state results in 49 independent equations
3
. Thus, there are 49 independent 

equations and 50 unknowns to solve.  This is addressed by assigning the utility 

value for flows to Alabama from an arbitrary production state s as zero and 

computing the utilities for attraction flows from the remaining states relative to 

the utility for flows from state s. The latter is referred to as the base utility since 

the utilities for flows to Alabama from all the other production states are relative 

to the utility for flows to Alabama from state s.  Given the base utility value, there 

are 49 utility unknowns to be determined from 49 independent equations. 

b. In this example, the utility for agricultural attraction flows to Alabama from 

Alabama is assumed to be zero.  The next step is to substitute the zero value and 

the revised fractional agricultural attraction flows in the MNL equation as 

follows: 

∑∑
==

==
49

1

49

1

0

,,

1

i

V

i

V agri
iAl

agri
iAl ee

e
0.89957

 

      

                                                 
3  Because it is a fraction-based equation the last equation is redundant. 
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1116422291

49

1

, .
i

V agri
iAle =∑

=
 

Given ∑
=

49

1

,

i

V agri
iAle = 1.111642229, the relative utilities for flows to Alabama from 

the other production states can be calculated.  For example, the relative utility for 

the fractional agricultural attraction flows to Alabama from Arizona can be 

computed as follows: 

∑
=

=
49

1

,

,

00001.0

i

V

V

agri
iAl

agri
ArAl

e

e
 

111642229.1
00001.0

,
agri

ArAlVe
=  

05111642229.1
, −= E

agri
ArAlVe  

Applying the natural logarithm on both sides provide: 

40708706.11, −=agri
ArAlV  

c. Thus, the relative utility for the fractional flows of agricultural commodities to 

Alabama from Arizona relative to the fractional agricultural attraction flows to 

Alabama from Alabama is equal to -11.40708706.  The relative utilities for the 

fractional commodity group attraction flows to Alabama from all the remaining 

production states are computed similarly (see screenshot on opposite page).  
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Calculation of Revised Fractional Flows 

a. In column D, there are 40 cells with zero flows. 

c. In column E, these zeros are replaced with 

0.00001.  Thus, 0.00040 needs to be deducted 

to ensure that the total fractional attraction 

flows sum to 1.  

d. For simplicity, 0.00040 was deducted from the 

cell with the highest fractional flows (i.e., cell 

E2). 

Calculation of Relative Utility 

Values 

The formula used in Excel to 

calculate the relative utility 

values is:   =LN(E3/$E$2).
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Step 4:  Develop State-to-State Centroidal Distance Matrix 

State-to-state centroidal distances were calculated using the TransCAD GIS software as the 

shortest path distance along the highway network between state centroids. The procedure for 

calculating the inter-state centroidal distances is as follows: 

• Create a TransCAD map with the U.S. state and highway layers. 

• Connect the state centroids to the highway layer using Centroid Connectors4
 in the 

Planning/Planning Utilities feature of TransCAD. 

• Create a highway network that includes the newly added nodes representing the state 

centroids. The new highway network is created by selecting the highway nodes 

representing state centroids and designating these nodes as centroids in the Network 
Settings feature of TransCAD. 

• Compute the inter-state centroidal distances by calculating the shortest path distance 

along the highway network between state centroids. The output from TransCAD is a 

shortest path inter-state centroidal distance matrix. 

In the absence of significant changes to the inter-state highway system, these centroidal distances 

(see State to State Centroidal Distances on the CD) can be used in future model calibrations. 

                                                 

4
  The highway network needs to be linked to the state centroids, because state centroids do not 

represent highway nodes. 
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Step 5:  Conduct Linear Regression Analysis 

Production Flow Distribution 

For the production flow distribution model, utility equations need to be developed for 

commodity flows from production state i to the attraction states j as a function of a set of 

independent variables that impact the production flow distribution of commodities. The two 

independent variables considered in developing the utility equations are: 

a) distance, which represents an impedance measure for commodity flows between states 

calculated in Step 4 (see the workbook State to State Centroidal Distances on the CD), and 

b) the fractional attraction level of the attraction states calculated in the workbook Attraction 

Flow Distribution on the CD.  The fractional attraction level of the attraction states is 

determined by calculating the flows of commodity group k destined for the attraction state j 
as a percentage of the total commodity k flows destined for all attraction states (see 

screenshot on opposite page).  

In other words, the distribution of commodity flows from production state i to the attraction 

states j can be estimated considering the inter-state centroidal distances and the percentage of the 

commodity flows destined for the attraction state j of the total commodity flows destined for all 

attraction states (i.e., fractional attraction level of attraction states). 
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Fractional Attraction Level of  

Destination States 

Total flows destined for Alabama 

as a percentage of the total 

agricultural flows destined for all 

attractions states (i.e., 

C3/$C$53*100).
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To simplify the calibration of the production flow distribution model, it was assumed that the 

form of the utility function is linear. The utility functions for flows from production state i to the 

attraction states j are thus estimated by performing linear regression analysis of the dependent 

variable (i.e., calculated relative utilities) with the explanatory variables (i.e., distance and 

fractional attraction level). However, since the dependent variables in the linear regressions are 

the relative utilities, the independent variables have to be relative centroidal distances, and 

relative fractional attraction levels. The linear equation representing the relative utility as a 

function of the explanatory variables is thus: 

k
sj

k
sij

kkk
sij FAdV |2|10| ααα ++=  

Where, 

 k
sijV |  = Utility for flows from state i to state j relative to flows from state i to state s (In 

this model, state s is Alabama) 

 sijd | = ijd - isd = Relative centroidal distances, which is the distance between state i and 

state j relative to the distance between state i and state s 

  k
sjFA | = k

jFA - k
sFA = Relative fractional attraction level, which is the fractional attraction 

level of state j relative to the fractional attraction level of state s  

The first step is thus to develop Excel worksheets that contain the relative utilities, the relative 

centroidal distances, and the relative fractional attraction levels (see the Production Flow 

Distribution Linear Regression Inputs workbook on the CD and the screenshot on the opposite 

page that illustrates the required calculations). 
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Calculated in Step 

3 Production Flow 

Distribution – 

Relative Utility 

Calcu

Calculated in Step 4 

State to State 

Centroidal Distances 

The formula for calculating 

the relative centroidal 

distances is:  C53-$C$52 

Calculated in Step 1 

Attraction Flow 

Distribution 

The formula for 

calculating the 

relative fractional 

attractions is:  E3-

$E$2
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Finally, 49 dummy variables were included to account for the presence of commodity flows 

between production state i and each of the attraction states j. A generalized form of the utility 

function for performing the regression analysis is thus: 

k
sj

k
sij

kkkkkk
sij FAdXXXV |2|1049049020201010| ... αααααα ++++++=  

Where, 

 nX 0 , n = 1, 2, …, 49 = Dummy variables with values:  

nX 0 = 1 if j = attraction state 

nX 0 = 0 if j ≠ attraction state 

Using this utility function, a regression of the relative utilities on the dummy variables, relative 

centroidal distances, and the relative fractional attraction levels can be run in a single step.  

Because of the number of independent variables (more than 15), Excel cannot be used to run the 

linear regression.  Therefore SPSS, a statistical program, is recommended.  The following two 

screenshots illustrate how the dummy variables were inserted in the Excel spreadsheet and how 

the worksheet needs to be formatted for performing the linear regression in SPSS (see also 

Production Flow Distribution SPSS Regression Input on the CD). 
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The next step is to import the Excel spreadsheet for each of the commodity groups into SPSS and 

to perform the linear regression analysis for each commodity group as follows:  

• Open SPSS: 

o Click File - Open - Data and open one of the commodity group Excel worksheets 

o Click Analyze - Regression - Linear 

o Select “Relative Utilities” as the dependent variable 

o Select all the remaining variables as the independent variables 

o Click OK to perform the linear regression and to estimate the coefficients of the 

utility functions 

The outputs of the regression analysis are the Ordinary Least Square (OLS) estimates of 

the coefficients: k
0α̂ , k

n0α̂  (whereas n = 1, 2…49), k
1α̂  and k

2α̂ . 

• Conduct significance testing of the coefficient estimates to test which of the coefficients 

are statistically significant.  

o The Student’s t-test is used to conduct the significance testing. The regression 

output provides the “t” values for each explanatory variable. Specifying, a 90% 

confidence level, the critical t-statistic equals 1.696.  All the independent 

variables with “t” values less than 1.696 are thus considered statistically 

insignificant at a 90% confidence level and are consequently rejected.  

• Delete the statistically insignificant independent variables and perform linear regression 

analysis on the remaining variables. However, it is advised that the rejected variables are 

deleted one-by-one to ensure that variables that may be statistically significant are not 

deleted.  

• Repeat these regressions until all the variables are statistically significant. 

The final output of the OLS regression analysis for the utility functions of the production flow 

distribution model for truck flows from production state i to attraction state j by commodity is 

summarized on the next page. 
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Table 2:  Outputs of the OLS Regression Analysis for the Production Flow Distribution 

Model 

Commodity 

Category 

Significant 

Variables 

OLS 

Coefficient 

Estimates 

Standard 

Error 

t-statistic 

Constant 1.504 0.560 2.6857 Agriculture 

(k = 1) 

iTd  -0.003 0.000105 -28.479 

iTd  -0.004 9.8643E-05 -40.550 Food 

(k = 2) 
2

TFA  0.605 0.030 20.098 

Constant -1.597 0.510 -3.130 

iTd  -0.003 7.516E-05 -39.913 

Building 

Materials 

(k = 3) 
3

TFA  0.557 0.040 13.847 

 

Constant 

 

1.117 

 

0.448 

 

2.496 

iTd  -0.002 7.8E-05 -25.626 

 

Raw Materials 

(k = 4) 

4

TFA  0.175 0.030 5.796 

iTd  -0.003 7.85E-05 -38.191 Chemicals and 

Petroleum 

(k = 5) 
5

TFA   

0.444 

 

 

0.026 

 

16.995 

Constant 3.502 0.500 7.008 

iTd  -0.004 9.23E-05 -43.307 

Wood 

(k = 6) 

6

TFA  0.165 0.053 3.104 

iTd  -0.003 9.56E-05 -31.368 Textiles 

(k = 7) 7

TFA  0.720 0.040 17.955 

Constant 1.062 0.462 2.299 

iTd  -0.003 9.798E-05 -30.617 

Machinery 

(k = 8) 

8

TFA  0.260 0.028 9.386 

iTd  -0.003 0.0001 -29.987 Miscellaneous 

(k = 9) 9

TFA  0.128 0.025 5.113 
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Attraction Flow Distribution 

For the attraction flow distribution model, utility equations need to be developed for commodity 

flows to attraction state j from each of the production states i as a function of a set of 

independent variables that impact the attraction flow distribution of commodities. The two 

independent variables considered in developing the utility equations are: 

a) distance, which represents an impedance measure for commodity flows between states 

calculated in Step 4 (see the workbook State to State Centroidal Distances on the CD), and 

b) the fractional production level of the production states calculated in the workbook Production 

Flow Distribution on the CD. The fractional production level of the production states is 

determined by calculating the flows of commodity group k originating in production state i as 

a percentage of the total commodity k flows originating in all production states (see 

screenshot on opposite page). 

In other words, the distribution of commodity flows to attraction state j from the production 

states i can be estimated considering the inter-state centroidal distances and the percentage of the 

commodity flows originating from production state i as a percentage of the total commodity 

flows originating in all production states (i.e., fractional production level of production states). 
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Fractional Production Level of 

Origin States 

Total flows originating in Alabama 

as a percentage of the total 

agricultural flows originating in all 

production states (i.e., 

C3/$C$53*100).
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Similar to the calibration of the production flow distribution model, it was assumed that the form 

of the utility function is linear.  The utility functions for flows to attraction state j from the 

production states i are thus estimated by performing linear regression analysis of the dependent 

variable (i.e., the calculated relative utilities) with the explanatory variables (i.e., distance and 

fractional production level). However, since the dependent variables in the linear regressions are 

the relative utilities, the independent variables have to be relative centroidal distances and 

relative fractional attraction levels. The linear equation representing the relative utility as a 

function of the explanatory variables is thus: 

k
si

k
sji

kkk
sji FPdV |2|10| βββ ++=  

Where, 

 k
sjiV |  = Utility for flows of commodity group k to attraction state j from production state i 

relative to flows from production state s to attraction state j (In this model, state s 

is Alabama) 

sjid | = jid - jsd = Relative centroidal distances, which is the distance between state j and 

state i relative to the distance between state j and state s 

 k
siFP| = k

iFP - k
sFP = Relative fractional production level, which is the fractional 

production level of state i relative to the fractional production level of state s 

The first step is thus to develop Excel worksheets for each commodity group that contain the 

relative utilities, the relative centroidal distances, and the relative fractional production levels 

(see the Attraction Flow Distribution Linear Regression Inputs workbook on the CD and the 

screenshot on the opposite page that illustrates the required calculations). 
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Calculated in Step 

3 Attraction Flow 

Distribution – 

Relative Utility 

Calcu

Calculated in Step 4 

State to State 

Centroidal Distances 

The formula for calculating 

the relative centroidal 

distances is:  C53-$C$52 

Calculated in Step 1 

Production Flow 

Distribution 

The formula for 

calculating the 

relative fractional 

attractions is:  E3-

$E$2
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Finally, 49 dummy variables were included to account for the presence of commodity flows 

between attraction state j and each of the production states i.  A generalized form of the utility 

function for performing the regression analysis is thus: 

k
si

k
sji

kkkkkk
sji FPdXXXV |2|1049049020201010| ... ββββββ ++++++=  

Where 

 nX 0 , n = 1, 2… 49 = Dummy variables with values:  

nX 0 = 1 if i = production state 

nX 0 = 0 if i ≠ production state 

Using this utility function, a regression of the relative utilities on the dummy variables, relative 

centroidal distances, and the relative fractional production levels can be run in a single step.  

Because of the number of independent variables (more than 15), Excel cannot be used to run the 

linear regression.  Therefore SPSS, a statistical program, is recommended.  The following two 

screenshots illustrate how the dummy variables were inserted in the Excel spreadsheet and how 

the worksheet needs to be formatted for performing the linear regression in SPSS (see also 

Attraction Flow Distribution SPSS Regression Input on the CD). 
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The same procedure and steps for performing the linear regression analysis for the production 

flow distribution of commodities is required for the attraction flow distribution of commodities 

(see page 35 of the manual). The final output of the OLS regression analysis for the utility 

functions of the attraction flow distribution model for truck flows to attraction state j from 

production state i by commodity is summarized on the next page. 
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Table 3:  Outputs of the OLS Regression Analysis for the Attraction Flow Distribution 

Model 

Commodity Group Significant 

Variables 

OLS Coefficient 

Estimates 

Standard 

Error 

t-statistic 

Constant 1.185 0.547 2.168 

iTd  -0.002 8.9E-05 -22.467 

Agriculture 

(k = 1) 

1

TFP  0.126 0.028 4.414 

iTd  -0.003 8.218E-05 -36.502 Food 

(k = 2) 
2

TFP  0.504 0.031 16.520 

iTd  -0.004 8.986E-05 -44.510 Building Materials 

(k = 3) 3

TFP  0.409 0.031 13.319 

iTd  -0.002 8.857E-05 -22.580 Raw Materials 

(k = 4) 4

TFP  0.104 0.028 3.649 

iTd  -0.003 8.603E-05 -34.871 Chemicals and 

Petroleum 

(k = 5) 
5

TFP  0.371 0.028 13.205 

Constant 1.060 0.457 2.319 

iTd  -0.004 9.249E-05 -43.244 

Wood 

(k = 6) 

6

TFP  0.493 0.035 14.050 

iTd  -0.003 9.203E-05 -32.598 Textiles 

(k = 7) 7

TFP  0.431 0.033 13.167 

Constant 1.525 0.503 3.034 

iTd  -0.003 8.185E-05 -36.650 

Machinery 

(k = 8) 

8

TFP  0.096 0.041 2.360 

iTd  -0.003 0.000106 -28.300 Miscellaneous 

(k = 9) 9

TFP  0.168 0.025 6.685 
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Step 6:  Compute Disaggregate Texas County Truck Flows 

Step 6 requires the application of the calibrated MNL models to the state-level truck flows 

reported in the CFS to generate:  

• Texas county-to-state truck flows (Internal-External), 

• State-to-Texas county truck flows (External-Internal), and 

• Texas county-to-county truck flows (Internal-Internal) 

Step 6(a):  Develop State-to-County and County-to-County Centroidal Distance 

Matrices 

The first step in the computation of Texas county truck flows is the development of the state-to-

county and county-to-county centroidal distance matrices. The procedure for calculating the 

state-to-county and county-to-county centroidal distances is the same as for the state-to-state 

centroidal distances (see page 27 of this manual). However, developing the state-to-county and 

county-to-county centroidal distance matrices requires a Texas county layer to be added to the 

U.S. State and highway layers on the map and the state and county centroids to be connected to 

the highway layer using the centroid connectors feature in TransCAD. A new highway network 

is then created to include the state and county centroids.  The state-to-county and county-to-

county centroidal distances are subsequently computed as the shortest path distance along the 

highway network (see County to State Centroidal Distances on the CD). 
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Step 6(b):  Compute Texas County-to-State Truck Flows 

Texas county-to-state truck flows for the nine commodity groups are estimated from the Texas-

to-state truck flows reported in the CFS and the utility equations for the attraction flow 

distribution model developed in Step 5. In addition, disaggregating the Texas-to-state truck flows 

to generate Texas county-to-state truck flows using the calibrated attraction flow distribution 

model requires the fractional production level by each of the Texas counties of each commodity 

group.  

Fractional Production Level of Texas Counties 

The fractional production level of each commodity group originating in each of the Texas 

counties was calculated from the data captured in the IMPLAN database developed by the 

Minnesota IMPLAN Group (MIG) Inc. The IMPLAN database provides the industry output 

(millions of dollars) for a total of 528 industries for each county in Texas (for example, see 

opposite page for a screenshot of the industry output for Angelina County captured by 

IMPLAN). These 528 industries were grouped into the commodity groups listed in Table 1 on 

page 8 of the manual to compute the total commodity group output in millions of dollars for each 

of the Texas counties.  The industry output for each Texas county for each commodity group was 

saved in an Excel file (see County Productions for each commodity group on the CD).  
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However, the county productions for each commodity group obtained from IMPLAN are in 

millions of dollars.  Since the commodity tonnage produced are required, the value data were 

converted to tonnage by applying a value to weight factor for each commodity group that was 

calculated from the CFS data.  The value to weight factors that were used are summarized in 

Table 4. 

Table 4:  Value to Weight Conversion Factors 

Commodity Group Value:Weight 

($ Million/1000 tons) 

Agriculture 0.553 

Food 5.4136 

Building Materials 0.9453 

Raw Materials 0.1369 

Chemicals/Petroleum 5.62 

Wood 1.9228 

Textiles 6.48 

Machinery 20.977 

Miscellaneous 1.1731 

Once the total commodity tonnage produced in each county are calculated, the fractional 

productions in each county for each commodity group can be determined. The Excel screenshot 

on the opposite page illustrates the required calculations for agricultural commodities. 
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Agricultural output 

obtained from 

IMPLAN 

The formula for 

calculating agricultural 

tonnage is:  B3/0.553. 

The formula for 

calculating the fractional 

productions is:  

C3*100/Total agricultural 

tonnage produced in all 

Texas counties. 
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Once the fractional county productions of each commodity group and the state-to-county 

centroidal distances are available, then the utility equations of the calibrated attraction flow 

distribution model can be applied to compute Texas county-to-state flows.  Agricultural truck 

flows to Alabama from Texas (available from CFS) is used to illustrate the procedure for 

computing Texas county-to-state truck flows.  In essence, the objective is to determine the 

fraction of the total agricultural truck flows attracted to Alabama from Texas that originates in 

each Texas county. 

The first step is to develop an Excel worksheet that contains the total annual agricultural truck 

flows to Alabama from Texas (available from CFS), the centroidal distances between Alabama 

and each of the Texas counties, and the fractional production of agricultural commodities by 

each Texas county (see Texas County to State Flows on the CD and the screenshot on the 

opposite page). 

The utility equation for agricultural truck flows to Alabama from Texas developed in Step 5 is: 

)*126.0()*002.0(185.1 ,,

Agri
TxTxAl

Agri
TxAl FPdV +−=  

 Where, 

Tx  = Texas is a production state 

  TxAld , = Centroidal distance between Alabama and Texas 

Agri
TxFP = Fractional productions in Texas of agricultural commodities 

The utility function for agricultural flows to Alabama from each Texas county is assumed to be 

the same as the utility function for agricultural flows to Alabama from Texas. Consequently, the 

utility function for agricultural flows to Alabama from county i in Texas is: 

)*126.0()*002.0(185.1 ,,

Agri
iiAl

Agri
iAl FPdV +−=  

 Where, 

  i  = Texas county 

  iAld , = Centroidal distance between Alabama and county i  

Agri
iFP = Fractional production of agricultural commodities in county i 

The agricultural flows to Alabama from each Texas county can thus be calculated using the 

attraction flow distribution model as follows: 

∑
=

=
254

1

,,

,

,

*

i

V

V
agri

TxAl
agri

iAl
agri

iAl

agri
iAl

e

eTT
 

Where,  

agri
TxAlT ,  = Total agricultural truck flows to Alabama from Texas 

The required calculations are illustrated in the screenshot on the opposite page. 
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Available from 

the CFS.  

Included in Step 1 

Attraction Flow 

Distribution. 

Calculated in Step 6(a) 

County to State Centroidal 

Distances 

Calculated in Step 

6(b) County 

Productions for each 

commodity group 

The formula for calculating 

the exponential of the utility 

(

agri
iAlVe ,

) is:  =EXP((1.185-

(0.002*C3)+(0.126*D3))) 

The formula for calculating the Texas county to 

Alabama truck flows of agricultural commodities 

is:   

= $B$2* E3 / (∑
=

254

1

,

i

V agri
iAle

), where 

∑
=

254

1

,

i

V agri
iAle

= SUM (E3:E256) = 187.3222835 
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Step 6(c):  Compute State-to-Texas County Truck Flows 

State-to-Texas county truck flows for the nine commodity groups are estimated from the state-to-

Texas truck flows reported in the CFS and the utility equations for the production flow 

distribution model developed in Step 5. In addition, disaggregating the state-to-Texas truck flows 

to generate state-to-Texas county truck flows using the calibrated production flow distribution 

model requires the fractional attraction level by each of the Texas counties for each commodity 

group. 

Fractional Attraction Level of Texas Counties 

The fractional attraction level of each commodity group destined for each of the Texas counties 

was calculated from the data captured in the IMPLAN database developed by the Minnesota 

IMPLAN Group (MIG) Inc. The IMPLAN database provides data on the total annual 

“Institutional Commodity Demand” in millions of dollars for a total of 528 commodities by each 

county in Texas (for example, see opposite page for a screenshot of the commodity demand 

information for Angelina county captured by IMPLAN).  These 528 commodities were grouped 

into the commodity groups listed in Table 1 on page 8 of the manual to compute the total 

demand in millions of dollars for each commodity group by each of the Texas counties. The 

county demand for each commodity group by each Texas county was saved in an Excel file (see 

County Attractions for each commodity group on the CD). 
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However, the county attractions for each commodity group obtained from IMPLAN are in 

millions of dollars. Since the commodity tonnage attracted are required, the value data were 

converted to tonnage by applying the value to weight factors for each commodity group listed in 

Table 4 on page 49 of this manual. In other words, the value-to-weight ratios for each 

commodity group are applied to the county attractions obtained from IMPLAN to convert the 

value in millions of dollars to tonnage. Once the total commodity tonnage attracted to each 

county are calculated, the fractional attractions in each county for each commodity group can be 

determined. The Excel screenshot on the opposite page illustrates the required calculations for 

agricultural commodities.  
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Agricultural demand 

obtained from 

IMPLAN 

The formula for 

calculating agricultural 

tonnage is:  B3/0.553.

The formula for 

calculating the fractional 

attractions is:  C3/Total 

agricultural tonnage 

attracted to all Texas 

counties. 
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Once the fractional county attractions for each commodity group and the state-to-county 

centroidal distances are available, then the utility equations of the calibrated production flow 

distribution model can be applied to generate state-to-Texas county flows. Food flows from 

Alabama to Texas (available from CFS) is used to illustrate the procedure for computing state-to-

Texas county truck flows. In essence, the objective is to determine the fraction of the total food 

truck flows from Alabama to Texas destined for each county in Texas.  

The first step is to develop an Excel worksheet that contains the total annual truck flows of food 

from Alabama to Texas (available from the CFS), the centroidal distances between Alabama and 

each of the Texas counties, and the fractional attractions of food commodities by each Texas 

county (see State to Texas County Flows on the CD and the screenshot on the opposite page).  

The utility function for truck flows of food commodities from Alabama to Texas developed in 

Step 5 is: 

)*605.0()*004.0( ,,

food
TxTxAl

food
TxAl FAdV +−=  

 Where, 

 Tx  = Texas is an attraction state 

  TxAld , = Centroidal distance between Alabama and Texas 

food
TxFA = Fractional attractions for food commodities in Texas 

The utility function for food flows from Alabama to each Texas county is assumed to be same as 

the utility function for food flows from Alabama to Texas. Consequently, the utility function for 

food flows from Alabama to county j in Texas is: 

)*605.0()*004.0( ,,

food
jjAl

food
jAl FAdV +−=  

 Where, 

 j = Texas county 

 jAld , = Centroidal distance between Alabama and county j  

food
jFA = Fractional attractions for food commodities in county j 

The food flows from Alabama to each Texas county can thus be calculated using the production 

flow distribution model as follows: 

∑
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food

jAl food
jAl

food
jAl

e

eTT
 

 Where,  

food
TxAlT , = Total truck flows of food commodities from Alabama to Texas. 

The required calculations are illustrated in the screenshot on the opposite page. 
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Included in Step 1 

Production Flow 

Distribution. 

Calculated in Step 6(a) 

County-to-State Centroidal 

Distances 

Calculated in Step 

6(c) County 

Attractions for each 

commodity group 

The formula for calculating 

the exponential of the utility 

(

food
jAlVe ,

) is:  = EXP((– 

(0.004*C3)) + (0.605* D3)) 

The formula for calculating the Alabama to Texas 

county truck flows of food commodities is:   

= $B$2* E3 / (∑
=

254

1

,

j

V food
jAle

), where 

∑
=

254

1

,

j

V food
jAle

= SUM (E3:E256) = 6557.924173 
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Step 6(d):  Compute Texas County-to-County Truck Flows 

Texas county-to-county truck flows for the nine commodity groups are estimated from the 

Texas-toTexas truck flows reported in the CFS and the utility equations for the attraction flow 

distribution and production flow distribution models developed in Step 5.  In addition, 

disaggregating the Texas-to-Texas truck flows using the calibrated attraction flow distribution 

and production flow distribution models requires the fractional production level by (calculated in 

Step 6(b)) and the fractional attraction level of (calculated in Step 6(c)) each of the Texas 

counties for each commodity group, respectively. Once the fractional attractions and productions 

for each Texas county for each commodity group, and the county-to-county centroidal distances 

(calculated in Step 6(a)) are available, then the attraction flow distribution and production flow 

distribution models can be applied to compute Texas county-to-Texas county flows. 

Texas County-to-Texas Flows 

It is first necessary to determine the total Texas-to-Texas flows that originate in each Texas 

County. Intra-state truck flows of food commodities (available from CFS) are used to illustrate 

the procedure for computing Texas county-to-county truck flows.   

The first step is to develop an Excel worksheet that contains the total annual intra-state truck 

flows of food commodities in Texas (available from the CFS), the centroidal distances between 

Texas and each of the Texas counties, and the fractional production of food commodities by each 

Texas county.  

The utility equation for truck flows of food commodities to attraction state j from Texas 

developed in Step 5 is: 

)*504.0()*003.0( ,,

food
TxTxj

food
Txj FPdV +−=  

Where, 

 Tx  = Texas is a production state 

Txjd , = Centroidal distance between state j and Texas 

food
TxFP = Fractional productions in Texas of food commodities 

Note, however, that in this case the attraction state is also Texas.  The utility function for truck 

flows of food commodities to Texas from each county in Texas is thus: 

)*504.0()*003.0( ,,

food
iiTx

food
iTx FPdV +−=  

Where, 

 iTxd , = Centroidal distance between Texas and county i  

 food
iFP = Fractional productions of food commodities in county i 

The intra-state food flows destined for Texas from each Texas county can thus be calculated 

using the attraction flow distribution model as follows: 
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∑
=

=
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1
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food
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e
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Where, 

food
TxTxT ,  = Total intra-state truck flows of food commodities 

The required calculations are illustrated in the screenshot on the next page. 
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Available from 

the CFS.  

Included in Step 1 

Attraction Flow 

Distribution. 

Calculated in Step 6(a) 

County to State Centroidal 

Distances 

Calculated in Step 

6(b) County 

Productions for each 

commodity group 

The formula for calculating 

the exponential of the utility 

(

food
iTxVe ,

) is:  = EXP((– 

(0.003* C3) + (0.504* D3) 

The formula for calculating the Texas county to 

Texas truck flows of food commodities is:   

= $B$2* E3 / (∑
=

254

1

,

i

V food
iTxe

), where 

∑
=

254

1

,

i

V food
iTxe

= SUM (E3:E256) = 2317.0821 
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Texas County-to-County Flows 

Once the total truck flows destined for Texas that originate in each Texas County have been 

calculated, the Texas county-to-county truck flows can be computed for each of the nine 

commodity groups.  Intra-state food flows is used to illustrate the procedure for computing Texas 

county-to-county truck flows.  

The first step is to develop an Excel worksheet that contains the total annual truck flows of food 

commodities from each county in Texas that are destined for Texas, the inter-county centroidal 

distances (developed in Step 6(a)), and the fractional attractions of food commodities by each 

Texas county (see Intercounty Food on the CD and the screenshot on the opposite page). 

The utility function for truck flows of food commodities from county i to county j in Texas 

developed in Step 5 is: 

)*605.0()*004.0( ,,

food
jji

food
ji FAdV +−=  

 Where , 

  jid , = Centroidal distance between county i and county j  

food
jFA = Fractional attractions for food commodities in county j 

The food flows from county i to county j in Texas can thus be calculated using the production 

flow distribution model as follows: 

∑
=

=
254

1

,,

,

,

*

j

V

V
food
Txi

food
ji

food
ji

food
ji

e

eTT
 

Where,  

food
TxiT , = Total truck flows of food commodities from county i destined for Texas. 

The required calculations for calculating the food commodity flows from Anderson county to 

each county in Texas are illustrated in the screenshot on the opposite page. 
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Available from 

Step 6 Texas 

County to State 

Flows 

Calculated in Step 6(a) 

County-to-County 

Centroidal Distances 

Calculated in Step 

6(c) County 

Attractions for each 

commodity group 

The formula for calculating 

the exponential of the utility 

(

food
jiVe ,

) is:  = EXP((– 

(0.004* D3) + (0.605* E3) 

The formula for calculating truck flows of food 

commodities from Anderson county to each Texas 

is:   

= $B$2* F3 / (∑
=

254

1

,

j

V food
jAndersone

), where 

∑
=

254

1

,

j

V food
jAndersone

= SUM (F2:F255) = 45178.46933 
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